XL-BASE
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USER GUIDE
To get into your vehicle
The XL-BASE is a pivoting and lowering seat base that uses you vehicle’s original seat which affords comfort and
freedom. The user-friendly functions of the XL-BASE make it a breeze to operate.
Follow the next few steps:


After opening the door, retrieve the hand held pendant.



Press and hold the OUT button until the XL-BASE has reached the desired height for your ideal transfer.



Once you are comfortably positioned on the XL-BASE, press and hold the IN button until the XL-BASE is
completely locked in place. At any time you may release the IN button and the XL-BASE will stop to allow you to
reposition. Once you are ready to continue, simply press and hold the IN button to resume your ascent into the vehicle.



Close your vehicle door and replace the hand held pendant.
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USER GUIDE (CONTINUED)
To get out of your vehicle
Follow the next few steps:


Start by removing your seat belt and opening the door.



Locate the hand held pendant.



Press and hold the OUT button until the XL-BASE has reached the desired height for your ideal transfer. At any time
you may release the OUT button and the XL-BASE will stop to allow you to reposition. Once you are ready to
continue, simply press and hold the OUT button to resume you descent out of the vehicle.



Once you have transferred out of the seat, press and hold the IN button until the XL-BASE has completely entered
and locked in place, inside the vehicle.



Replace the hand held pendant and close your vehicle door.

WARNING
NEVER TRY TO OPERATE THE XL-BASE WHILE THE VEHICLE DOOR IS CLOSED OR IF THE VEHICLE IS IN MOTION.
WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including benzene, which is known to the State of California to
cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information, go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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MANUAL BACKUP SYSTEM

Your new XL-BASE is equipped with a manual backup system. If you were to encounter a power failure or other
functional problem, this backup system will allow your seat to be returned to the inside of your vehicle.
PLEASE NOTE: This feature cannot be used with a passenger seated on the unit.
Please look through the follow pages for the steps to follow and details on how to use this feature. Please contact your
dealer for full diagnostic and needed repairs.
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MANUAL BACKUP SYSTEM



If your XL-BASE will not run and the seat is OUT of the vehicle, follow the next few steps to manually raise the seat
and pivot it back in.
Please note: The next few steps will require physical effort.



Remove the vinyl covered trim that is located on the right-hand side of the XL-BASE. Under this trim, you will find
two (2) ‘Allen’ keys (a red one and a yellow one).

ALLEN KEYS
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MANUAL BACKUP SYSTEM (CONTINUED)




Locate the yellow drive nut on the exterior of the slide (see picture for details).
Using the biggest ‘Allen’ key (yellow ‘Allen’ key), unbolt the drive nut.
Once you have removed this, you will be able to push the seat base up to its pivot point.

DRIVE NUT
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MANUAL BACKUP SYSTEM (CONTINUED)



If the pivot function is defective, follow the next few steps.
Please note: The next few steps will require physical effort.



Remove the vinyl covered trim that is located on the right-hand side of the XL-BASE. Under this trim you will find
two (2) ‘Allen’ keys (a red one and a yellow one).



Locate the red ‘Allen’ key. Use it to unbolt the red bolt holding the end of the actuator. Start by unbolting the
actuator from the left end (motor end). Manually pivot the seat in about half way and then unbolt the other end
of the actuator using the same ‘Allen’ key.

ALLEN KEYS
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MANUAL BACKUP SYSTEM (CONTINUED)

*NOTE: Be careful not to disconnect or constrict the wires when manually pivoting the seat.
Once the problem is resolved, do not forget to replace the ‘Allen’ keys back in place, under the vinyl covered trim.
Please contact your dealer for full diagnostic and needed repairs.
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3 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
XL-BASE

Adapt Solutions # 1 Ltd. (Adapt Solutions), warrants to the original purchaser of an XL-BASE that the equipment is free
from defects in material and workmanship for a period of three years from date of purchase.
During the first year of the warranty, Adapt Solutions will supply the replacement parts as well as a pre-set monetary amount
(determined by Adapt Solutions) for the repair if a defect in materiel or workmanship is discovered. After the initial year of
this warranty, only parts and components are covered. This warranty does not cover labour and other services after the
initial year. Freight and other related repair charges will be the responsibility of the original purchaser.
The only remedy for a defect in one of Adapt Solutions products (XL-BASE; XL-SEAT; HI-LIFT; SPEEDY-LIFT; XLBOARD; POWER-PULL) shall be the repair or the replacement, at the discretion of Adapt Solutions, of the defective
part or component. If repair or replacement is not commercially practical or cannot be timely made, Adapt Solutions may
decide to refund the purchase price of the equipment instead of repairing or replacing the original equipment.
In no event shall Adapt Solutions be responsible for indirect, incidental or consequential damages, whether such damages
arise from claims based on contract, warranty, tort (including negligence), strict liability or product liability.
All implied warranties, including any warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are limited in their
duration to the length of the warranty stated above for the affected component.
This warranty is to the original purchaser only, and excludes product damage due to installation error, product misuse,
product abuse, accidents, physical damage, damage in shipment, modifications not made by Adapt Solutions, or
repairs undertaken by anyone other than authorized distributors.
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TO OBTAIN WARRANTY PARTS OR REIMBURSEMENT
You must follow these procedures:
1.

Obtain warranty authorization by calling your local Adapt Solutions dealer or Adapt Solutions directly at 1-866-6410419.

2.

Return the faulty Adapt Solutions component/equipment, freight prepaid, to the address provided by your Adapt
Solutions dealer or Adapt Solutions with proof of purchase indicating the date purchased.

Adapt Solutions will pay for shipping back to the purchaser within the continental United States and Canada if a defect in
materiel or workmanship is discovered. Return freight and repair charges will be the responsibility of the purchaser if the
problem is not covered by warranty.
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary from state to state/ province to
province. Adapt Solutions specifically does not authorize any person to extend the time or scope of this warranty.
For further information regarding this limited warranty, please contact us by calling 1-866-641-0419 or by writing at the
following address:

Adapt Solutions / Warranty Department
145 Damase-Breton
St-Lambert-de-Lauzon, Québec
G0S 2W0 Canada
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WARRANTY REGISTRATION
Adapt Solutions #1 Ltd located in St-Lambert-de-Lauzon, Québec, Canada, warrants this product to be free from any
manufacturer’s defect and workmanship for a period of three years from the date of purchase. This product has to be
installed by an authorized dealer and has to be operated properly to be warranted. This warranty is limited to the original
purchaser and does not cover defects on the vehicle. The warranty registration must be completed and returned within
30 days of purchase. This warranty does not cover abnormal wear or damages resulting from an accident, misuse,
neglect of if the product has been altered in any way or aspect. Defective parts must be returned by an authorised
dealer, who will have received a prior return authorization from Adapt Solutions #1 Ltd. All warranted parts shall be sent
to Adapt Solutions #1 Ltd prepaid. Parts will be replaced or repaired at Adapt Solutions #1 Ltd.
Date installed: ______________________________________
Dealer: _____________________________________________
Dealer signature: ____________________________________

TO KEEP FOR YOUR RECORDS

(Place serial number here)
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